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Semantic-Learners - These people
are most comfortable with verbal
information - written or spoken
representations of information in the
form of words, ideas, expressions,
etc.

Symbolic Learning Style
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Symbolic-Learners - These
people are most comfortable with
notational material - abstract
representations of information in
the form of numbers, codes,
shorthand, notes, etc.
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Figural Learning Style
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Figural-Learners - These people
are most comfortable with figural,
spatial or graphic material - concrete
representations of information in the
form of pictures, models, drawings,
etc.

The Structure of Intellect
Everyone learns in a different way. "Learning Style" refers to the different ways individuals take in, store and remember, and retrieve
information. Being able to process information and get it back out in an understandable way is how we communicate with each other, how
we get our needs met, and how we feel known to others in the world.
Some learn best when they are seeing new information (e.g., reading, therefore they are "visual learners"), and others learn best when
they listen ("auditory learners").
SOI has 3 kinds of learning styles-- each one is based on the way the brain works.
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Creating and Enhancing Optimal
Performance Within the Family
By

Valerie Maxwell, Ph.D.
Psychologist
Founder and President, ADD-SOI Center
“Whether it’s Goleman’s work on emotional intelligence or Meeker’s
work on the Structure of the Intellect, understanding and managing
one’s intellectual, and therefore, emotional intelligence is essential to
enhancing one’s personal and family wealth, health and vitality.”
Joe Thigpen, Ph.D., management consultant
“Wealth preservation is a dynamic process”
James E. Hughes, attorney and writer
Preserving and enhancing family wealth is complex, but can be made less
difficult when family members understand the forces that are clearly under their
control. More control than previously thought is now available with accurate
and scientific assessment of the family’s “human capital” that is bound up with
intelligence and learning. Qualitative factors, like communication skills and
understanding individual learning styles, have always been harder to grasp than
the quantitative. Yet, qualitative factors like intellectual capital can be defined
and improved upon now more than ever in the history of humankind.
Understanding each family member’s intellectual style, how one best learns
and how one best communicates from this vantage point, improves
relationships within the family, thereby unifying the family. Improving
family vitality takes the family “beyond problems and toward opportunities.”
We need tools to solve real problems—tools that can also enhance and nourish an already
thriving family. Jay Hughes’ notion of “stretching intellectual capacity…to achieve
each member’s maximum level of learning” implies that the family has to find
ways to “diversify its intellectual capacity by encouraging its members
to…diversify their intellectual capital to encompass every niche of the world’s
learning” (Hughes, Family Wealth, p.37).
Barriers to Wealth Preservation:
This calls for powerful and innovative theory and practice. One such approach is
the Structure of Intellect (SOI), both a theory and a test of intelligence that offers
an empirical approach to improve human capital and potential. The SOI theory

posits that each person has intelligence—we do not ask “How much?”(as with
the IQ), but rather “What kind?” Understanding each family member’s kind of
intelligence proves infinitely more valuable than just measuring it. Furthermore,
if there are any weaknesses, prescriptive activities can be given to diminish those
lower abilities!
Effectively, this approach accelerates what Dr. Paul Schervish (Boston College)
calls positive hyper-agency. The individual and the family of wealth gain huge
long-term dividends from enhancing human capital. These gains, in turn, create
a powerful ripple effect contributing to societal growth.
The first key to the well-being of human, intellectual and financial capital, is to
remove the barriers to wealth preservation.
1). On a human and family level, there may be forces in the family—certain
belief systems—that do not pass on a “wealth-creating culture.” If this wealthcreating culture is not sufficiently promoted again and again within the family,
negative consequences cannot be avoided. To have a cohesive and successful
family unit, which perpetuates itself, intellectual strengths must be identified.
Weak abilities, even relative ones, must be trained and improved. The purpose
of the assessment and coaching system is to provide families with a specific
model and tool to enhance individual and family learning.
2). Grasping how human and intellectual capital builds and maintains financial
capital constitutes a new frontier. Addressing each individual’s unique
opportunities and challenges toward creating wealth and personal wellbeing can
be problematic in ALL families, in some way, either above or beneath the
surface. Tools, like SOI, are needed to quantify these opportunities and
challenges in a way that can be discussed openly, and with minimal defense
within the family.
Dr. Lee Hausner, in her pioneering work (Children of Paradise: Successful
Parenting for Prosperous Families), highlights the difference between good
parenting and responsible parenting: “The problem is that the most effective
kind of parents are not the good parents. They are the responsible parents. Most
affluent parents have the best intentions…but not all achieve their positive goals”
(p. 131). How can a parent be a responsible one without having a comprehensive
diagram of the child’s cognitive strengths and weaknesses? A family discussion,
such as the one generated by the SOI, accomplishes several goals necessary for
responsible parenting:
a. It optimizes intellectual performance of all family members.
b. It projects the family to the external world as a more unified team.
c. It increases stability of the family unit because defenses about any
relative weaknesses can be minimized (what the child CAN do vs.
what they can’t do—what can’t be done can be trained and
developed). Understanding family strengths and overall family
learning style adds cohesive structure to the family.

LEARNING STYLES:
As Bill Gates said: “We all learn best in our own ways.” We have long needed
testing that enables us to identify learning styles. We need to know if a person
works best with people, words and ideas (verbal ability), with mechanical
information (spatial ability), or with data, numbers, science, or computer logic
(symbolic ability). Using accurate assessment tools allows us a jumping off
point—a scientific one, not just a family therapy approach—to begin to discuss
learning differences and similarities within families. Often family members do
not fully recognize their own or another member’s intellectual strengths.
Bringing these patterns to light helps people achieve exceptional lives, and fulfill
the family goal of preserving the wealth. This is yet another way younger
generations honor those who first created the wealth. SOI customizes,
according to each individual learner, an approach that focuses on each person’s
unique and individual skills and natural talents.
Families can be helped to understand how their thinking (e.g., beliefs,
assumptions and underlying principles) creates results, positively or negatively.
One goal towards optimal performance within the family is to minimize the
barriers that impact the individual’s willingness and ability to excel, adapt and
thrive.
“Families today are seeking to use this new information to increase the probability that
each family member will learn easily what the family believes he or she needs to know to
enable him or her (and the family itself) to function at its highest level possible as a
learning community” (Hughes, J.).
Learners must be inspired. Often bright learners can be frustrated and
discouraged by their weaknesses, particularly when they exhibit gifted levels of
strength in other areas of learning. The family member may have learned to
avoid certain areas that are necessary for wholeness. Due to an imbalance of
cognitive proficiencies, sometimes they are avoiding performing in a particular
intellectual area in which the family needs them to step up and participate.
Family advisors must inspire a new love for learning in a previously unexplored
aspect of their abilities. This enables them to tap into, as they continue to learn
with ease, unknown talents—particularly when they may have struggled and
dismissed that talent in the past.
Each family member, therefore, has the opportunity to become a more efficient
and complete learner. For example, An artistically-oriented person might learn,
from accurate learning style assessment, that they also have an ability to work
with numbers and data—this might inspire someone to feel more comfortable
with financial planning (a family need). One family member I tested discovered,
to their complete surprise, that they had spatial ability and creativity that they
had never explored. This family member took up photography, which both
made him feel more complete; he effectively became the family documentarian—
which the family enjoyed.
Results:

The notion of mentoring a family involves the idea of teaching a family greater
wholeness, and therefore happiness and longevity. For the mentor, the
assessment process offers the hope that the mentoring process feels like a
veritable teaching experience. In the past, assessment was limited to defining
problems. Learning Styles assessment opens up new opportunities for families.
Some Positive results include:
! Family unity is enhanced through greater understanding of how each
member’s unique learning style brings added dimension and strength to
the family.
! Family unity is enhanced through better awareness of how each
person learns and is intelligent.
! Understanding how each family member is a “life-time learner” is
actually a key tool to keep the family in a dynamic and forward-moving
process of evolution, not just of consolidation.
! Suggestions for team-building are discussed. Solutions are offered in a
family discussion of how each can contribute from their own different and
unique intelligence.
! Each assessed intellectual ability serves as an asset to family
preservation.
! Improvements in self esteem and self confidence are seen immediately
upon viewing “Gifted” and “Superior” intellectual areas of functioning.
! Questions are answered about future directions:
o

Academic issues: Better school (ore return-to-school) planning can
occur. School, class, educational major can be better selected.
Often, a learner rejected a field of study early on because they were
not taught in a way that they best learn. All fields of study are
reopened once the family member understands their intellectual
profile of strengths and their learning style.
o Career: Career changes sometimes result from the identification of
untapped strengths. These areas may be ones the family member
had not entertained previously as possible or plausible for
him/her. Career improvements often grow out of accurate
assessment that focuses on the positive. This, in turn, fosters a
general movement of a family member toward a greater sense of
self-efficacy and self esteem. People perform better when they feel
good and confident in their chosen field.
o Avocations: For family members of wealth, hobbies, interests, and
new avocations are most important. These endeavors are both
more rewarding and consistently pursued when they derive from a
clear measurement of ability. For example, even if it were “too
late” to pursue medical school to “become a doctor,” if the test
indicated high ability in medical sciences, it is never too late to
study health or neurobiology!

! Suggestions for training any weaker abilities are offered. Selfconfidence can be built by entering into a “Mental Weight Room” and
developing any abilities which were identified as weak. Using an
approach like the SOI Test, that does not “test to test,” enables the “test to
train” model; it is prescriptive. Each family member should leave with
his/her own personal prescription for greater intelligence!
The bottom line, however, is that each family member has an opportunity for
self-enlightenment, and self-improvement. In that way, therefore, they bring
more to the family hub. This enables the wheel of family (and wealth)
preservation to move forward with confidence and strength. As one family
member wrote after understanding the value and role of learning therapy: “I
truly believe that the work we do now will bring us closer to our vision of ‘a
family united forever.’”

SOI ASSESSMENT OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL:
FAMILY EDITION
Mary Meeker, Ed.D., Robert Meeker, Ed.D., Valerie Maxwell, Ph.D.
Structure of Intellect (SOI) Systems

Every family is a mixture of the ways in which human beings learn. No long term journey
of a family’s growth and flourishing will be successful unless, from its beginning, all family
members know how each other learns. This is so they can help each other experience
and integrate, in the way each learns best, the myriad of individual learnings each needs
for such a successful outcome. The SOI assessment and process are the tools I suggest
families employ to learn how their members learn. It is the tool I have used with great
success in my own family.
James E. Hughes Jr.,
The Structure of Intellect (SOI) is a theory of intelligence that helps you understand your
unique profile of intellectual abilities. We all have strengths and weaknesses, but all too
often we are made more aware of our weaknesses than our strengths. Knowing all of our
capabilities allows each member of the family to develop his/her human and intellectual
resources more fully. Real knowledge of our abilities is a resource to tap in order to
enhance communication and understanding between family members. You will probably
discover intellectual powers of which you were not aware; this creates exciting new paths
for each individual family member, while supporting more closeness with and
compassion for each other.
We can also assess how the family members process what they hear and what they see.
Success of family communication and growth can depend on how a family member
processes what he/she might hear another family member say. Accurate and clear
discussions in a family are in need of accurate and unmistakable processing of the event
or topic. Optimal performance in a family, in the community, and on the job is our goal!
This insures our wellbeing, and is yet another way younger generations honor those who
first created the family.
SOI provides a foundation for assessing human capital, both individually and for the
family. What pattern of intelligence does the family have? How does the family tend to
process what goes on in the family? For example, should the information be presented
visually while it is discussed? What is the most effective way the family can share
information? Knowing the answer to these questions helps the family flourish.
Everyone has a particular learning style, and most often a family has a predominant
learning style also! If the family is identified by the SOI assessment as having a strength
in, say, spatial ability, it is not optimally productive for a family member to “talk” at the
family, or just present numbers. Explanations, for example of finances or legal concerns,
at a family meeting would be best with graphs, pie-charts, and other concrete illustrative
material. All this can facilitate family dynamics in which individuals feel heard, seen and
most importantly “a part of” (vs. apart from) the family. SOI customizes, according to

each individual learner, an approach to future learning that focuses on each
person’s unique and individual skills and natural talents.
The Process: Because we so often underestimate what we can do, it is important to have
the tools for life guidance that are accurate; it is also vital that this guidance is based on
your real mental abilities. The process only takes a few hours, and can be administered
individually, but usually in the family group. The next day, the results of the assessment
are presented to the family, highlighting family intellectual patterns, and strengths. Some
families prefer the results to be disclosed anonymously, while most choose to see and let
other members know their strengths and weaknesses. The most positive light is shone on
the profiles, and communication skills are used and taught to understand how to talk to
each other based on learning styles, cognitive strengths, and preferences in processing
styles.
You may have taken career or interest inventories before, like the Myers-Briggs, the
Birkman, or the Johnson-O’Connor. These assist with identifying what you prefer to do,
or what career paths suit your personality, but they are not based on what you CAN do.
Because we so often underestimate what we can do, it is important to have the tools for
life guidance that are accurate; it is also vital that this guidance is based on your real
mental abilities.
Many families found their original success by the first generation having unwavering
determination and drive—the elder, through dedicated trial and error, tenaciously pursued
his goal. Several generations later, this drive sometimes presents as an attentional
problem—too many ideas and not enough focus. It can get labeled ADD; ADD/ADHD
is almost epidemic in our society now. We assess for attentional problems and offer
many solutions. Intellectual prowess can be hidden in subsequent generations of
families—especially if you are a non-traditional learner. Many Generation-1 elders—
who knew in their hearts and guts, what needed to be done to get to a goal-- were
non-traditional thinkers and learners. They were risk-takers but they had a
calculation, a vision, a predictable calculus to get to that goal.
One elder, whose family was helped by the SOI assessment, said: “I don’t care how
many stop signs there are between here and there…I’m getting there!” Most of his
offspring—some of whom inherited a different learning style—found it difficult to
recapture in their own lives, the glory of the family’s rich origin….especially in this new
world in which children more and more are expected to stay inside an educational box,
not taking risks. They can become disempowered, stuck with a label like “ADD.”
We have found that some very gifted young adult children in these families, feel
inadequate and have little sense of their intellectual abilities, their inherent gifts. So,
when Jay Hughes theorizes that Generation-3 might tend to squander wealth, it is not just
that they are some kind of “spoiled child” with a bad case of “affluenza.” They simply
may have a non-traditional learning style; few in the family (and often neither the school
nor even their counselors) really understand how they think, how they learn, and more
fundamentally, how they need to be taught!

A week after the completion of the SOI assessment process in one family, an elder male
(Generation #1) said to me: “My grandson for the first time doesn’t feel inferior—this
has been a watershed for our entire family!” Indeed, this amazing young man of 20
years, had felt “useless, stupid and lost” since he entered kindergarten; in his mind, prior
to SOI, he believed that his brother and cousins and everyone else in the family had a
purpose, an interest and a future—just not him. Prior to the SOI assessment, no
consultant had been able to pull this beautiful young man out of his angst and depression.
Proper assessment and brain training, training executive functioning of the brain, can be
more helpful than just medication in many cases. In these cases, families have a better
opportunity to turn disabilities into attainment of dreams.
WHAT ARE COGNITIVE SKILLS AND ABILITIES? Flourishing families need each
member to be at the top of his/her own executive functioning capabilities. It is widely
accepted that Executive Functioning is located in the thinking brain known as the
Prefrontal Cortex (PFC). The elements of EF include:
• Goal Setting and planning
• Organization of behaviors over time
• Flexibility
• Attention and memory systems that guide these processes (e.g., working memory)
• Self-regulatory processes such as self-monitoring
It is generally believed that EF is “the integration of three important parameters:
!
!
!

Hill: The establishment of a clear goal
Skill: The abilities and techniques needed to attain this goal
Will: the volition to begin to persevere until the goal has been reached.

The Hill: With the SOI analysis, a family can more realistically determine how steep
(and which hill) it’s goal can and should be. An analysis of basic cognitive skills is the
first step in obtaining a solution to any kind of learning problem. These are the
foundational skills or tools we use to learn. Cognitive skills are not the same as the
academic subjects taught in school; we assess the mental tools needed to process and
learn what is taught in an academic environment. These skills encompass attention,
mental skills, intelligence, learning skills, and processing skills. Cognitive abilities are
the learning skills needed to pay attention, self-regulate, to understand and retain what
you have learned, to process, to make decisions, to analyze and to be creative with what
you have read and studied.
The Skill: ALL SOI TEST SCORES ARE TIED TO SOLUTIONS: Few are aware of
the transformational technologies available to train attention, listening skills,
mindfulness, intelligence, and visual processing of what is being read and studied. Based
on your individual and unique SOI analysis, you can order a workbook or CD to train
your brain to function with more creativity, decision-making, problem-solving ability or
memory —you can enhance, in your own “mental weight room” the ones that are already
strong and remediate weaker ones.. SOI then customizes brain-training according to your

individual learning profile. Each family member, therefore, has the opportunity to
become a more efficient and complete learner.
WHAT ARE LEARNING STYLES? Bill Gates said it well: “We all learn best in our
own ways.” The SOI scientifically defines 3 distinct learning styles:
1.
2.
3.

Spatial/Mechanical
Symbolic/Scientific/math/finance
Semantic/Verbal/words/ideas/working with people, writing

#1: Spatial/Mechanical: When the baby comes into the world, he or she sees the face
of the mother and father. He sees a figure. This is the beginning. SOI calls it figural or
spatial intelligence. People who are naturally blessed with this learning style love to
tinker, fix things, engineer things, design, do art projects, work with shapes and patterns,
and guess what? They are typically those who, in traditional school settings, “learn
differently.” They often have trouble in school, yet they can be the most successful in the
real world of careers and they find fulfillment in doing something meaningfully original.
They are hands-on, mechanical. They are right brain. Since languages like Japanese or
Chinese are figurally-based, those cultures experience much fewer reading disabilities.
GRAB GRAPHICS FROM your “family learning styles grid.” You see the art palette,
the buildings, the tools, the blueprints…Which of you dream of designing your own
house, building your invention, painting your secret masterpiece?
#2. Symbolic: You are high in symbolic ability when you are naturally good with
numbers, finance, computers, business, math, and science. They like reading manuals for
new gadgets. Musicians are high in their ability to manipulate symbols. It is no
coincidence that many computer analysts go home and play jazz! On your Learning
Styles grid you see the scientist looking into the microscope. The scientific mind bridges
us to the future.
#3. Verbal: People who are high in verbal ability are the writers, the speakers, the
teachers and professors of the world. They read and are known to be book-smart. They
stay up all night talking when they find a match…another verbal person. You can see
from the graph that they like talking on the phone. They may be uncomfortable, setting
up their new cell phone, however. Schools are designed around verbal learners who are
basically left-brained, even when there are so many other ways of thinking and learning.
For example: An artistically-oriented person might learn, from accurate learning style
assessment, that they also have an ability to work with numbers and data—this might
inspire someone to feel more comfortable with financial planning (a family need). One
family member discovered through her SOI testing, to her complete surprise, that she had
spatial ability and creativity that she had never explored. She then took up photography,
which both made her feel happier and more complete; she effectively became the family
documentarian —which the family enjoyed.

The Will: SOI assessment opens up new opportunities for families. Here are some of the
positive results that create motivation:
" Family unity is enhanced through greater understanding of how each
member’s unique learning style brings added dimension and strength to the
family.
" Family unity is enhanced through better awareness of how each person learns
and is intelligent.
" Understanding how each family member is a “life-time learner” is actually a
key tool to keep the family in a dynamic and forward-moving process of
evolution, not just of consolidation.
" Suggestions for team-building are discussed. Solutions are offered in a family
discussion of how each can contribute from their own different and unique
intelligence.
" Each assessed intellectual ability serves as an asset to family preservation.
" Improvements in self esteem and self confidence are seen immediately upon
viewing “Gifted” and “Superior” intellectual areas of functioning.
" Questions are answered about future directions:
o Academic issues: Better school (ore return-to-school) planning can
occur. School, class, educational major can be better selected. Often, a
learner rejected a field of study early on because they were not taught in a
way that they best learn. All fields of study are reopened once the family
member understands their intellectual profile of strengths and their
learning style.
o Career: The SOI CAREER analysis gives specific guidance and hope to
individuals unsure of their career orientation. Career changes sometimes
result from the identification of untapped strengths. These areas may be
ones the family member had not entertained previously as possible or
plausible for him/her. Career improvements often grow out of accurate
assessment that focuses on the positive. This, in turn, fosters a general
movement of a family member toward a greater sense of self-efficacy and
self esteem. People perform better when they feel good and confident in
their chosen field.
o Avocations: Leisure activities are both more rewarding and consistently
pursued when they derive from a clear measurement of ability. For
example, even if it were “too late” to pursue medical school to “become a
doctor,” if the test indicated high ability in medical sciences, it is never too
late to study health or neurobiology!
In short, how can anyone know their mission in life unless you are informed about your
profile of intellectual abilities? As J.K. Rowling professes in her 2007 Harry Potter book:
The real quest in life is that of personal transformation, and not even the “Chosen
One” can go it alone. We are all part of families and communities, small and/or global.
Contributing, from a place of strength, to our families makes us of use and with purpose.

